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Overview of the Model Act and Origins

• The ULC Model act serves as a statutory framework for non-community property states to
address the treatment of community property acquired by spouses before they moved from
a community property state to the non-community property state and one spouse
subsequently dies

• 1971 – Uniform Disposition of Community Property Rights at Death Act

• Enacted in 16 states, including VA

• Intended audience = non-community property states (41)

• 50 years have passed  unforeseen changes in marital property law and estate planning practices

• Same-sex marriage recognition

• Increase in non-probate transfers, revocable trusts, and death accounts

• Update and revision in form of Uniform Community Property Disposition at Death act

• Address changes in law/ society

• Make Act more accessible garner more support from non-community property states
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Provisions of the Act
Section 2: Definitions

• Definitions
• “Jurisdiction” > “State”

• Encompass individuals who acquired community property in another country

• Partition
• Severance or division by spouses of property that was once community property

• Can occur in either the community property or non-community property jurisdiction

• Reclassify
• Act focuses on community property, but that can be reclassified as separate property after move to a

non-community property state

• Spouse
• Defined expansively to accommodate domestic and registered partnerships depending on what is

allowed under relevant state law
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Provisions of the Act
Section 3: Included and Excluded Property

• Act applies only to community property acquired while domiciled in a community
property jurisdiction

• 3(a) – applies Act to certain property without regard to how it is titled or held

• Real property Situs Rule

• Personal property  Domicile Rule (not considering current location so long as traceable to
community classification)

• 3(b) – applies Act to “opt in” states where spouses can elect community property by
establishing a community property trust in order to treat as community property only
that property held in a community property trust or characterized as community
property under the terms of the trust or relevant state law.

• 3(c) –Act is not applicable to:

• Property spouses have partitioned/ reclassified as separate property

• Property subject of a rights waiver 4



Provisions of the Act
Section 4: Form of Partition, Reclassification, 

or Waiver

• Unlikely to be addressed already by laws of non-community property states

• Partition or Reclassification

• Sign record agreeing to either

• Waiver of rights

• Comply with standards for enforceability of a waiver of spousal property rights under enacting state
law

• Modern trend based on ULC Uniform Premarital and Marital Agreement Act of 2012

• Voluntary

• Not executed under duress

• Both parties have access to independent legal representation

• Adequate financial disclosure

• Precludes partition, reclassification, or waiver when Section 4 is not followed

• May sill be eligible for an equitable claim under Section 7
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Provisions of the Act
Section 5: Community Property Presumption

• Community property states = “opt out”

• Traditionally impose presumption that all property acquired by either spouse during
existence of community is presumed to be community property

• Must demonstrate evidence to the contrary to rebut

• Section 5 adopts the same type of rebuttable presumption favoring community
property for proof purposes

• All property acquired in a community property state is presumed to be community
property

• Rebuttal preponderance of the evidence standard
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Provisions of the Act
Section 6: Disposition of Property at Death

• “Heart of theAct”

• 6(a)/ 6(b) – preserve usual community property rule
• ½ of community property to decedent; ½ to surviving spouse

• 6(c) – form depends on the non-community property state enacting model Act
• Alternative A when surviving spouse’s elective share rights are fractional share in
decedent’s property

• Alternative B when elective share rights granted in an augmented estate

• 6(d) – N/A Section 6 to any property transferred to surviving spouse through
non-probate transfer or right of survivorship

• 6(e) – Surviving spouse may seek other statutory allowances

• 6(f) – preserves common law right of election for surviving spouse
• Retain decedent’s disposition or assert rights under the Act
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Provisions of the Act
Section 7: Other Remedies Available at Death

• New addition to model Act

• 7(a) – rights available to protect spouse in community prop jurisdiction remain
available at death in non-community prop jurisdiction
• Reimbursement/ monetary claims for marital waste, fraud, and bad faith management

• Does not matter whether alleged act was prior to move or after move from the
community property jurisdiction

• 7(b) – flexibility to courts in assessing amount of reimbursement claim/ other
remedies
• Encourages, but does not require, judges to consider relevant community prop
jurisdiction’s law

• Broad authority to grant damages or craft equitable remedies to protect spouse
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Provisions of the Act
Sections 8/9: Right of Surviving Spouse/ Right 

of Heir, Devisee, or Nonprobate Transferee
• 8(a)(1) – allows surviving spouse to protect rights in or to specific assets

covered by the Act
• Assert against an heir, devisee, or non-probate transferee w/in 3 years of decedent death

• Property claims for interest in property transferred to 3rd party

• Assert in probate proceeding with demand to personal representative w/in 6 months of
appointment (credit claims for reimbursement b/c separate property of surviving spouse
augmented community property value)

• 8(a)(2) – all other surviving spouse claims under the Act

• 8(b) – personal representative of decedent may distribute assets of estate
without risk of personal liability if no timely demand by surviving spouse

• 9 – similar statute of limitation and assertion of rights for claims by an heir,
devisee, or non-probate transferee of the decedent available under the Act
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Provisions of the Act
Section 10/11: Protection of 3rd Person/ 

Principles of Law and Equity
• 10 - protects 3rd person in two situations

• 1) 3rd person who deals with either spouse during life for property covered by Act
• Give value

• Deal in good faith

• No knowledge or reason to know spouse in transaction improperly exercised authority over property

• 2) 3rd person who transacts with heirs, beneficiaries, or creditors of decedent who
possess apparent, but not legal, authority over property
• Give value

• Transact in good faith

• No knowledge other party to transaction was improperly exercising authority over property

• 11- principles of law and equity supplement Act except when conflicting
• Included because remedies in Section 7 rely on equitable power of courts

• Did not want to set out each and every remedy and claim available to preserve equitable
power of judges varying state to state
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Current Virginia Law
• VA adopted earlier iteration (Uniform Disposition of Community Property Rights

at Death Act) in 1982

• VA codified revisions made to Uniform Probate Code by the ULC in 2016

• Elective share of a surviving spouse calculated as a graduated percentage

• Considers both spouses’ assets and length of marriage

• Prior law pre-2017: 50% to surviving spouse if no children; 33.3% if children

• VA law already describes exempt property and allowances contemplated by model Act

• Exempt Property

• Family Allowance

• Homestead Allowance

• Waiver of Certain Rights w/ conditions
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Analysis and Recommendation

• Benefits

• Virginia is a non-community property state and is part of the intended audience

• Virginia has already adopted the predecessor model Act (UDCPRDA), already codified
elective share of surviving spouse that tracks ULC revisions to Uniform Probate Code

• Model Act leaves ample flexibility for Virginia to incorporate its existing law on exempt
property, family allowance, homestead allowance, waiver of rights

• Issues

• Must be meticulous in harmonizing definitions to ensure no conflicting language

• No evidence of a major gap in current Virginia law that would be filled by Act

• No radical conflicts with existing Virginia laws and policies
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Questions and Comments?

Stephen C. Kindermann, DLS Attorney

skindermann@dls.virginia.gov

(804) 698-1880

Thank you for your time and attention. 
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